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piofoimd Us ion between the two aspects of Man
Lazarus embodiment of gold corn and human
suffering and Dives of money and defilement But
the two golds fight and finally mute in a new reso
lution and hope
Thin visionary poein is sometimea declamatory
and the bleak Dirge for the A em Sunrise with its
terse antitheses is more unmedhte and moving
After Tlie Shadoi of Cata haunted ever by
the shadow that fell on Hiroshima she yet
continued to write poems that are hymns of
praise to the glory of Life
3  Some Poets of the Thirties
Wystan Hugh Auden (b 1907)
Auden 'was educated in a small public school
Gredhams ana later went to Oxford Here lie
met Stephen Spender Louis HacNeice and others
•who formed temporarily a group of political
poets most of -whom were involved in the Spanish
Civil War
His first book of poems appeared m 1930 and
•nas well received After the publication of 27ie
Ascent of F6 a play which he wrote m collabora
tion with Christopher Isherwood he was expected
to become a major figure in English poetry
However later books of verse were less well
reviewed and m the mid thirties the Scrutiny
critics complained of his triviality irresponsl
bility and lack of maturity He left England hi
1939 and has since lived hi America, and Austria.
As Eliot took out British citizenship Auden took
out American and again like Eliot he accepted
Christianity though perhaps m a less orthodox
form
\uden s interest in politics and the violence of
political struggle is reflected in much of the
imagery he uses as well as more directly m such
different poems as The Shield of AcMKes and
Alsono to Perdvnand Lei Bwtory be my Judge is
•<n early example of his political verse Russia s
forced collectivisation policy is the event which
roused the feeling expressed here but it is not
directly referred to so that if it weie not for the
date the reader would not necessarily associate
the poem with that particular policy but with the
harsh repression of any uprising or with the In
vasion of a weak country the tragedy of the 1m
position of impersonal policy on. the ignorant and
defenceless is suggested, and the calloua self susti
flcation of the powerful ironically* revealed A
later poem, The Unknown Citizen satirises the
omnipresence of the bureaucratic state and pos-
sibly the twentieth-century obsession with
statistics It begins with particular people as in
the dramatic monologues and some of the elegies
or poems for Auden s friends In his less success
ful poems he tends to lie either too clever (like
Gratiano s In The Merchant of Venice his reasons
are like two grains of wheat hid. hi t\vo bushels
of chaff ) or too anxious for effect. In the same
way Tii« dry humour and use of auti climax Is very
effective at times hut sometimes the very ease
with which, he seems to do it betrays him and the
joke becomes Irritating
Apart from anthologies in, some of which, he is
fairly weH represented the Penguin edition which
is the poet s own selection of verse makes a good
introduction to mb work There Is one collected
edition of CcWedeft Shorter Poems 1987-1957
(Fabetl Otherwise hto large production of Terse
is to be found, in about ten small editions (all
Tfabet) A. recording of title poet's reading of his
own poems has been made by Caedmon and is
well worth listening to
 LITERARY COMPANION
Let them not wonder after the failure of banks
The failure of cathedrals the declared insanity
of our rulers
We lacked the Spring like resource of the
titer—
but what the comrades are to do is not clear
One does nou expect a political manifesto m a
poem but the vagueness of the sentiment of
ectual like the shine from the snow is irrititmg
It is difficult to take the optimism of such a poem
as The Funeral seriously yet if it is meant to be
ironic the wit needs clarifying Spender s early
impact and placing in literature doubtless derived
from his political and psychological idiom but the
poems which have stood the test of time are thoae
which are more personal e g My parents l.e$t me
from children who i ere i ough which strike a more
convincing note
From 1936 onwards his poems are often about
war fmt the Spanish Civil War and then the
Second World War He is moved by the fate of
the ordinary civilian particularly the young who
became involved m battles they do not under
stand The defencelessness of the young soldier
is poignantly conveyed and in poems such as
Ultima Ratio Region he links the greed of society
particularly the middle classes with the slaughter
of the innocent
The belief in socialism and the brotherhood of
man rather glibly expressed m the earlier poems
is still present but the tone of poems from this
later period is compassionate. Spender rejects
the easy outright condemnation of either war or
the enemy aad refuses to glorify war by celebrat
mg heroism In fact there are no easy answers to
the questions proposed m these exploratory poems
In the introduction to ms collected volume Spender
speaks of them as being malleable and possibly
this unfinished sense is both their weakness and
strength
C Day Lewis (b 1904)
Colketedr Poems 19$4 (Cape) and various short
later volumes
Of this group of poets O Day Lewis b probably
the most prolific. He began to publish hi 1925
and was associated with Auden and Spender up to
the outbreak of the Second World War His
early poems show Auden a influence—the use of
coUoQuialJflm the experiment with verse form and
the concern with politics How alien this type of
verse was from his own vem may be seen from the
symphonic poem A Time to JDcmce 19S5 where
hi one section ha parodies the Apocalypse to
describe the division of society into the exploiters
and the exploited
I saw
The director placing explosives under the
infant s cradle the editor keeping a nursery
for snakes
The scientist madly driving against traffic lights
the artist studying Bis acne in a pocket
mirror
Later he Imitates the rhythm of popular songs
As his expectation of a Marxist solution faded
and involvement in politics lessened due at leaat
hi part to the Spanish Civil War and then the
World War, he developed a quieter tone and used
the more traditional verse forms Hia work is
generally polished if not particularly vigorous
His translation of Virgil s Atneid rn 1952 was
generally weQ received and in addition he has
written several books of criticism as well as
detective stories under the. pseudonym Nicholas
Blake
 
Stephen Spender (b 1906)
CWteeW Eoems 1S3&-1953 (Taber)
Spender's first poems, up to 19SS are mainly
concerned with or derived from the ideas of Marx-
Ism and Freud There are tbs stormy calls
Oh. comrades let not those who follow after,
—The beautiful generation that wffl spring from
 Louis MacNeice (1907-63)
The Collected foema of iowfo MacNeice edited
E £. Dodds, 1967 (Eabet)
Louis MacNeice was bom hi the same year as
Auden. published bis first book of poems in 1920
and continued writing fairly steadily until 1963
He was actively Interested-in politics of an idealist
feftwhig type and was influenced by the ccmtem
poraiy mteiest In psychology In 1987 he joined

